The evidence map presented in this document is developed by Itad as part of the Mastercard Foundation Savings Learning Lab.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The overall goal of the evidence map is to provide consolidated access to relevant evidence related to savings-focused financial inclusion and enable users to navigate and find existing evidence as well as identify existing gaps. It is intended for practitioners looking for evidence of what works to inform decisions on savings programming and policies, for donors and investors interested in making evidence-based, strategic investments in this area, and for researchers interested in filling the evidence gaps.

We have developed a searchable, interactive online evidence map to help users navigate the range of studies, quickly locate information, understand the quality of the evidence and identify gaps to explore the evidence base. This document as well as the full report are designed to accompany this resource and support others in understanding and using this.

The full report presents a comprehensive description of our approach, synthesizes the evidence using a set of pre-defined categories, and provides an initial analysis of where the evidence is clustered and where there are gaps.

We adopted the 3ie Evidence Gap Map approach, similar to that used by Itad for the BEAM Exchange Evidence Gap Map. Evidence gap maps systematically scope out available evidence within a given sector through the application of search protocols and rigorous selection and quality assurance criteria. Evidence is then mapped onto a matrix structure providing a visual representation to help users quickly locate information and identify gaps in available evidence. The savings evidence map is organized by type of results grouped into client, institutions and ecosystem level results and by the type of savings intervention documented in the evidence – interventions focused on product type, product design, product distribution channels and target markets.

This first mapping was conducted in 2018. It has been updated annually (twice) with newly available evidence that meets the inclusion criteria.

KEY FINDINGS
The overall distribution and characteristics of the evidence have not significantly changed from the first map update:

- Client level results continue to dominate the map while the least amount of evidence is still found at the ecosystem level.
- Client ‘usage’ is documented more frequently than ‘access’, a reflection of the sector’s shift from a focus on access alone towards measures of usage and value derived by clients.
- A good amount of studies document alternative delivery channels which is not surprising as providers continue to invest in these to solve proximity, cost and scale challenges.
- For institution level results, most studies examine the sustainability and replicability of savings groups initiatives, as well as the effectiveness of their business model. However, many evidence gaps continue to exist at the institution level, implying we have a limited understanding of the link between savings initiatives and the outcomes on the institutions who provide them.
- Except for a small number of studies documenting results related to policy and regulation, reliable evidence is almost non-existent at ecosystem level, which continues to present a clear opportunity for further research.
- More than half the studies adopted a quantitative approach.
- The geographic focus of the research continues to be in Sub-Saharan Africa.
- Moving from client through institution and ecosystem level results, the proportion of studies that fully met all quality criteria reduces while the proportion of relatively low-quality studies increase.

Online map:
https://mangotree.org/Evidence-Map

Full report:
https://mangotree.org/files/galleries/MCF_Evidence_Map_Y3_Update_Synthesis_FINAL.pdf

PRACTITIONERS USE THE MAP TO
Inform savings programming based on evidence of what works.
Advocate and fundraise for new approaches in areas where there is little evidence or fewer interventions.
Develop guidelines for practice in areas where there is substantial evidence of what works.

RESEARCHERS USE THE MAP TO
Identify and fill gaps in available evidence.
Conduct systematic reviews of evidence in areas that are not sufficiently or recently synthesized.
The figures in the initial map view (above) indicate the number of studies that document evidence at client, institution and ecosystem level. Client level results by far dominate across the studies included in the map. The least amount of evidence is found at the ecosystem level. The following three maps further unpack these figures and discuss how the evidence is clustered and where there are gaps.

**EVIDENCE GAP MAP - CLIENT LEVEL RESULTS**

The map shows that the most substantial evidence is on usage and access across all intervention types. It is encouraging to note that usage is documented more frequently than access as the sector has been shifting from a focus on access to finance towards measures of usage and value derived by clients. Changes in income, resilience and food security, health and nutrition as well as empowerment are documented to a lesser extent but still in a good number of studies especially those focused on specific target clients such as women and rural.

The least amount of evidence appears to be on business outcomes. The map shows that of all intervention types, individual savings products are the most heavily documented in the areas of access and usage, a change from the first iteration of the map where evidence on savings groups interventions had been the most prevalent. In all other outcome areas, savings groups interventions continue to be studied the most, with results in each of the categories included in the map. A relatively high amount of studies document alternative delivery channels which is not surprising as providers continue to invest in these to solve proximity, cost and scale challenges. The map also presents initiatives focused on the target market with a large proportion of the documents presenting evidence on savings initiatives that target rural clients and youth, followed by ones that target women and the ultra-poor.
EVIDENCE GAP MAP – INSTITUTION LEVEL RESULTS

The map below shows a more detailed look at institution level results by the same types of interventions. The evidence base is significantly scarcer in this case compared to client level results with a high proportion of evidence examining the effectiveness of business models for savings groups interventions and their sustainability and replicability. Otherwise, many evidence gaps exist implying we have a limited understanding of the link between savings initiatives and the outcomes on the institutions who provide them. It is especially surprising that, given the keen interest in the sector on understanding the sustainability and replicability of various financial inclusion initiatives, we continue to have very little reliable evidence on this topic.

EVIDENCE GAP MAP – ECOSYSTEM LEVEL RESULTS

This figure outlines the evidence gap map for ecosystem level results. The map shows that the evidence base, in this case, is even scarcer, certainly compared to client level results but also compared to institution level results. Except for a small number of studies documenting results related to policy and regulation, reliable evidence is almost non-existent at this level, which presents a clear opportunity for further research.